
WPFW-FM Third Quarter 2022 
Quarterly Issues Programs List for Radio Station WPFW 

July 1 to September 30, 2022 

Note: This listing is by no mean exhaustive 
 

Section I. Issues – This is not an exhaustive list of WPFW community-oriented issue programming. The 
station’s programming includes numerous cultural and message music programs that serve a wide 
gamut of community needs. Despite the inability for many hosts and guests to be physically present, we 
were able to broadcast virtually unchanged this quarter. The station’s open phone lines provide critical 
feedback from the public over the air. 

A. Physical & Mental Health – This station stresses good health by highlighting experts in the field who 
can speak to the issue as both a medical and holistic matter. This issue has been associated with 
many other social issues, but we use spiritual and medical expertise to explain to our audience how 
these problems develop as well as to help family and friends.  In particular this quarter, there has 
been keen interest and program focus on our response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

B. Criminal and Social Justice – In the DC, MD, and VA area, these issues are ever present. Returning 
citizens have justice concerns. Local government and policing create an environment in which our 
audience must live and work. The station has broadcast extensive coverage surrounding Black Lives 
Matter protests. 

C. Women – Perennially, we discuss how women and people of color must navigate the changing 
social landscape. In many cases, it’s a matter of survival. 

D. Multicultural, Arts and Culture – In addition to our diverse music programming, our service area 
covers a rich diversity of cultures. Not only with music as communication, we discuss Integration, 
access, prejudice, and acceptance; matters that frequently come into conflict. This station maintains 
a schedule of both topical and musical programs that answer the needs of these communities. 

E. Politics (local, national, global) – Since Washington, DC is the center of world politics, we have 
resources from which to draw that will explain world events to our audience. 

F. The Environment - This has increased importance in our daily lives. We address this issue by airing 
discussions of air, water, food quality. There are also unavoidable economic consequences for the 
actions we take or do not take. Our audience is interested in how these actions may affect them 
directly. 

G. LGBTQ+ – We dedicate airtime to exploring the unique and unmet needs of this community to 
provide education and understanding to the public.  



Section II. Responsive Programs 

 
More than 50% of our 24-hour broadcast day addresses the topical concerns of our community. 
This station regularly broadcasts programming dealing with each of the above-referenced areas. 
The examples show below do not represent an exhaustive list of the types of programs that are 
responsive to issues, nor does it imply that the number of programs listed would be sufficient to 
meet any issue. 

 

A. Physical & Mental Health 

 

 EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Black health update, superfund site future – July 8, 2022 
5:00 – 6:00 PM - TRT 28 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth Radio, we continue with a focus on black health and wellness. 
Discussing present day and historic challenges, our guest is Dr. Chandra Ford Founding Director 
of the Center for the Study of Racism, Social Justice and Health at the UCLA Fielding School of 
Public Health. 

 
EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Caring for People and Planet – July 22, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - 
TRT 28 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth we focus on the inter-relationship between caregiving and 
environmental protection. Family, unwaged caregivers " most of whom are women, including 
mothers and grandmothers" and the most impoverished women on welfare provide care for 
relatives, children, the elderly and persons with disabilities. Caregivers are expected to pick up 
the slack without any acknowledgement of the value or resources for their work. The 
International Labor Office has estimated that women do two-thirds of the world's work for five 
percent of the income. And according to a report released by Oxfam in January 2020, women 
around the world perform 12.5 billion hours of unpaid labor every day. Overall, the work of 
unwaged caregivers has been estimated to contribute at least $11 trillion to the global 
economy, according to a Human Development Report. 
 
Meanwhile, Indigenous peoples who are protecting the forests and natural farmers around the 
world are showing the way amid the ongoing climate crisis. Many of them are unwaged 
caregivers, who are providing both for people and the environment. They point out that in order 
to address the main cause of the climate crisis, we must transform our relationship with the 
natural world, beginning with agriculture. The interaction of soil, water and sun generates the 
water cycle on which the climate and all life depend. This forms part of the broader soil 
regeneration movement, which can help to reverse climate change by rebuilding soil organic 
matter and restoring degraded soil biodiversity " resulting in both carbon drawdown and 
improving the water cycle. Imagine a world where unwaged caregivers would be compensated 
for regenerating our soul and protecting our planet, instead of money going to governments and 
corporations. 
 



During today's show, we bring you audio from a recent webinar hosted by the Global Women's 
Strike, titled Care Income for People and Planet: Why Our Future Lies in the Soil. We hear from 
speakers around the world, helping us better understand the interconnections between the 
movement for the rights of unwaged caregivers, and the need to protect our environment 
through progressive new methods, such as soil regeneration.  

 

EXAMPLE: We the People! Somalia— How Am I Doing? - July 27, 11:00AM (U.S. Eastern) (TRT 
1 hour): 

Life is difficult, we constantly try to reboot ourselves and move forward to the better in face of 
challenges, changes, and opportunities. We all want to become the best person we can be full of 
awareness and purpose. Dr. Corey Yeager poses 40 questions along with prompts for positive 
mental health and self-care strategies toward these goals. 

Guest: Dr. Corey Yeager is a licensed marriage and family therapist who merges his two passions 
-- athletics and therapy -- as psychotherapist for the Detroit Pistons. He is the author of How Am 
I Doing? 40 Conversations to Have With Yourself, which will be released this fall and the subject 
of our conversation. 

 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Dark Girls Film – August 23rd, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - TRT 28 
Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth, author, award winning actor and filmmaker Bill Duke joins us to 
discuss Dark Girls, a companion book to his 2012 documentary exploring the impact of color, the 
phenomena known as colorism within communities of color and in society. 
Why is light skin favored over dark skin? What price do Black women who are dark skinned as 
well as light skinned have to pay? What is the impact on children? 
What about who is defined by the wider society as having good hair versus bad hair? Who 
profits from a definition of beauty that applies to less than half of the world’s population? 

 

(Weekly) Monday, 2PM (1 hour) To Your Heath – Dr. Theodore Watkins, M.D. 

Dr. Theodore Watkins, Sr is the Medical Director of The Watkins Institute. He is a recognized 
authority in preventative health and wellness. Dr. Watkins ’programs and treatment plans are 
designed to give support and guidance needed to make and sustain the changes to prevent or 
reverse many of the deadly chronic illnesses affecting the world today.  This includes nutrition, 
breathwork, and a focus on the mind-body connection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

B. Criminal and Social Justice 

(Weekly) Tuesday, 10AM (1 hour) Crossroads 

The weekly program is a deep dive into the failures and inequities of America’s criminal injustice 
system, while humanizing those most affected and their families - the currently incarcerated or 
the returning citizen.  The hosts, former Death Row inmate Roach Brown and attorney Nkechi 
Taifa, have been stalwart activists on behalf of the 70,000,000 people who make up the carceral 
state. 

 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: - Interview with Dorothy Height– July 5th, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 
PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Sojourner Truth brings you a rare interview with Dorothy Height. Dorothy Height was an 
American administrator, educator, and social activist. She was the President of the National 
Council of Negro Women for 40 years. In 1994 she was awarded the Presidential Medal of 
Freedom. She was awarded the Congressional Gold Medal in 2004. 
Height advised American leaders including Eleanor Roosevelt and encouraged President 
Eisenhower to desegregate schools, and President Johnson to appoint African American women 
to positions in government. Height served on the President’s committee on the Employment of 
the Handicapped, the Status of Woman, and as consultant on African Affairs to the Sec. of State. 
Dorothy Height passed away in 2010. Shortly after Height's death, the U.S. Postal Service 
renamed D.C.'s former main post office the Dorothy I. Height Post Office. This honor makes 
Height the only African American woman to have a federal facility in Washington, D.C. named 
after her. 

 

Example: We the People A Path Forward For Black Youth - Wednesday, July 13th 11 am-12 
pm, ET TRT 58 Mins 

 
Black youth are growing up in particularly hard times. Adults and settings play formative roles in 
the forward progress of their lives. Libraries and librarians can positively contribute to their 
education and personal lives. We'll gain some perspectives and details from our guest. 
Guest: Damon Austin is a career librarian holding a Master’s Degree in Library and Information 
Sciences from the University of South Florida. He has worked professionally and served as a 
board member across the gamut of library sectors; federal government, academic, public and 
school libraries; and has been an active American Library Association member for nearly 20 
years. 
 
Mr. Austin is currently the Director of Library and Media Services at DeMatha Catholic High 
School in Hyattsville, Maryland, and has previously worked as a faculty librarian for the 
University of Florida and the University of Maryland College Park. Also, he is a professional 
tennis coach, who has worked with several Top 100 ranked men and women players.... 

 



EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: The Tougaloo Nine – August 3rd 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - TRT 
58 Mins 

Guest host Gabriel San Roman interviews Joseph Jackson Jr who formed part of the Tougaloo 9. 
The Tougaloo Nine were a group of African-American students at Tougaloo College, who 
participated in civil disobedience by staging sit-ins of segregated public institutions in Mississippi 
in 1961. 
 
On March 27, 1961, these nine students visited Jackson's library for black residents, George 
Washington Carver, and requested books they knew were not there. They then entered the 
main Jackson Public Library for white residents, and staged a "read in. " 
 
What followed suit was their criminalization. The day after the Read-In, hundreds of students 
from Jackson State Teachers College picketed the arrest of the Tougaloo Nine prior to their 
release. The demonstration, consisting of prayers, singing and chants of "We Want Freedom," 
lasted for around 40 minutes. The President of Jackson State College, Jacob Reddix, was alleged 
to have assaulted two demonstrators during the protest. Reddix also threatened to expel 
student demonstrators. Police utilized clubs and dogs against the students in order to disband 
the protest.  
 
The next day, March 29, over one hundred black community members congregated outside of 
the courthouse to show support for the Nine. As protesters applauded the arrival of the 
Tougaloo Nine at the courthouse, policemen set on the crowd with dogs and nightsticks 
resulting in the beating of NAACP representative Medgar Evers along with several women and 
children, two men being bitten by dogs, and an 81-year-old man suffering a broken arm when 
police beat him with a nightstick. 
 
Joseph Jackson Jr is Sojourner Truth's guest for the hour who will share what happened next and 
recount his lived experience.   

 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Africa's Post COVID-19 Economic Recovery – August 30th, 
2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth: We bring you voices of women from the Continent. Women from 
Africans Rising hosted a webinar entitled, "Africa's Post COVID-19 Economic Recovery: A 
Feminist Perspective." Africans Rising is a grassroots movement based on the Continent of 
people and organizations working for peace, justice and dignity. The women gave an analysis of 
the failure of the liberal economic model, including a critique of imposed capitalist approaches 
to African economies. They said for capitalism to be a success, someone has to suffer. 
 
In their wide-ranging discussion, they spoke about how grassroots women in largely unpaid care 
and domestic labor subsidize African economies and how in turn, Africa subsidies the global 
economy. They describe what they call "climate imperialism" and refer to what they call 
"reproduction debt" for domestic work and the need for a care economy. Topics included 
policies of multilateral financial institutions on women in Africa. They discussed restitution, 
reparations and eugenics capitalism. They spoke about the significance of Africa, the murder of 
George Floyd, how African nations responded to Floyd's murder and the importance of Pan 
Africanism.  
Speakers: Coumba Toure, Amina Mama, Nancy Kachingwe, Lebohang Liepollo Pheko. 



 
 
EXAMPLE: We the People – Black Religion: Defining Its Place in the Pursuit of Social Justice 

Wednesday, August 24th, 11 am-12 pm, ET TRT 58 Mins 

 
The occasion of Black August is replete with many historical references and events in the 
struggle for justice. We'll discuss with Dr. Randal Jelks the importance and aspects of Black 
religion in this struggle. 
 
Guest: Randal Maurice Jelks is Professor of African and African American Studies and American 
Studies at the University of Kansas. His books include Benjamin Elijah Mays, Schoolmaster of the 
Movement: A Biography; Faith and Struggle in the Lives of Four African Americans: Ethel Waters, 
Mary Lou Williams, Eldridge Cleaver and Muhammad Ali; and Letters to Martin: Meditations on 
Democracy in Black America. Dr. Jelks is the co-editor of the academic journal American Studies 
(AMSJ) and he is also an executive producer of the documentary film, I, Too, Sing America: 
Langston Hughes. 
 

EXAMPLE: On The Ground: Voices of Resistance from the Nation's Capital Friday, September 
9th 10 am - 11 am, ET TRT 58 Mins 

 
Hundreds of environmental and climate justice advocates rally on Capitol Hill to oppose a deal 
secured by Senator Joe Manchin of West Virginia to complete the controversial Mountain Valley 
Pipeline. The deal, to transport fracked natural gas 300 miles in Virginia, West Virginia and 
across the Appalachian trail, was reportedly secured in exchange for Manchin's support for the 
Inflation Reduction Act, which was passed and signed into law last month. This side deal adds 
insult to injury to climate activists, already angered that the Act offers only small fraction of 
what experts say is needed to address the climate catastrophe. 
 
Voices from Appalachian Resistance Rally... Against Manchin's 'Dirty Deal' for the Mountain 
Valley Pipeline... And Against Attacks on Environmental Protections... 
Speakers at the Appalachian Resistance Rally Sept. 8, 2022 Against Mountain Valley Pipelines.  
 
 

C.  Women’s Issues 

 

EXAMPLE: TO HEAL DC: Community Gun Violence Prevention, Monday, July 11 - 10am-Noon 
Host: Joni Eisenberg 

Key guest young woman reports back on major community gathering w victims of gun violence 
talking solutions  
 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Memorializing Nichelle Nichols – August 5th 2022 5:00 – 6:00 
PM - TRT 28 Mins 

Nichelle Nichols died of heart failure on Saturday July 30th in Silver City NM. She was 89 years 
old. Nichelle Nichols first appeared on Star Trek on Sept 8, 1966 as Lt. Nyota Uhura. She was one 



of the first Black women to have a leading role on TV according to the NYT. Star Trek was on TV 
from 1966 to 1969, but the show remains popular and iconic and Nichelles Uhura remains 
beloved by fans all over the world. Nichelle appeared in 66 episodes of Star Trek. 
According to the NYT, in 1977 she became an ambassador of sorts for NASA (National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration), she later spoke of her pride in recruiting the first Black 
and woman astronaut hopefuls. Her efforts resulted in over 2,600 women and people of color 
applicants. In 2012 she was a keynote speaker at the Goddard Space Center.  
 
Our guest is Lawrence Ware, Co-director of Oklahoma State University African Studies Program 
and a contributing writer to Slate, the NYT, The Root. Commentary on race and politics have 
appeared in the Huffington Post Live, on NPR and TV One. 

 
EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Voices of women from the Continent- August 26th, 2022 5:00 
– 6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth: We bring you voices of women from the Continent. Women from 
Africans Rising hosted a webinar entitled, "Africa's Post COVID-19 Economic Recovery: A 
Feminist Perspective." Africans Rising is a grassroots movement based on the Continent of 
people and organizations working for peace, justice and dignity. The women gave an analysis of 
the failure of the liberal economic model, including a critique of imposed capitalist approaches 
to African economies. They said for capitalism to be a success, someone has to suffer. 
 
In their wide-ranging discussion, they spoke about how grassroots women in largely unpaid care 
and domestic labor subsidize African economies and how in turn, Africa subsidies the global 
economy. They describe what they call "climate imperialism" and refer to what they call 
"reproduction debt" for domestic work and the need for a care economy. Topics included 
policies of multilateral financial institutions on women in Africa. They discussed restitution, 
reparations and eugenics capitalism. They spoke about the significance of Africa, the murder of 
George Floyd, how African nations responded to Floyd's murder and the importance of Pan 
Africanism.  
Speakers: Coumba Toure, Amina Mama, Nancy Kachingwe, Lebohang Liepollo Pheko. 

What about who is defined by the wider society as having good hair versus bad hair? Who 
profits from a definition of beauty that applies to less than half of the world’s population? 

 
EXAMPLE: TO HEAL DC: the Well at Oxon Run, Monday, August 8 - 10am-Noon Host: Joni 
Eisenberg 

New Intergenerational Women led community farm in Ward 8, bringing elders & youth together 
to address food deserts.  

 

EXAMPLE: TO HEAL DC: The Jackson Water Crisis - Mobilizing for Justice, Monday, August 8 - 
10am-Noon Host: Joni Eisenberg 

Two strong women leaders: Danyelle, Mississippi coordinator for Poor Peoples Campaign and 
Shea Howard, Boggs Center in Detroit  



EXAMPLE: We Only Want The World - The immediate effects of the overturn of Roe v. Wade - 
Tuesday, August 9th, 7 pm-8pm, ET TRT 58 Mins 

This week we continue to focus on abortion rights, what is coming down as a result of the 
overturn of Roe v. Wade, and the urgent need to stand up against this.  

 

Commentary from Sunsara on the immediate effects of the overturn of Roe v. Wade 
 
Andy Z interview with Victoria Eggers, artist, military veteran, Rise Up 4 Abortion Rights activist 
and Vets Rise 4 Roe. Victoria who organized a dramatic protest at L.A.County Museum of Arts on 
July 30 to demand abortion rights nationwide. 

 
 

D.  Multicultural History, Arts and Culture – Music and cultural programs fully permeate our entire 
 broadcast schedule. 

 

EXAMPLE: WPFW presents Stay on the Battlefield: Centering Freedom and Resistance, July 4th, 
from 9am until 10pm.  

Langston Hughes wrote in his 1936 poem Let America Be America, “there’s never been equality 
for me, nor freedom in this homeland of the free.” 

For millions of people in America, those words still ring true! 

Throughout the day you’ll hear music, activists and artists, both contemporary and ancestors, 
who fought for freedom and who continue to resist! 

That’s Stay on the Battlefield: Centering Freedom and Resistance on WPFW, building a better 
world one broadcast at a time!  

9AM Julianne Malveaux 

10AM Joni Eisenberg 

NOON Frederick Douglas: What to the Slave is the 4th of July 

1PM Loretta Ross - Reproductive Justice As a Human Right 

2PM Tayo Aluko - Paul Robeson’s Love Song 

4PM Ella Baker Speaks! with Introduction by Howard Zinn 

5PM James Baldwin 

7PM Brother Ah’s Collectors: Let Freedom Swing  

 

EXAMPLE: AfricaNow! -- History in the Present, Wednesday July 13, 1:00PM (1 hour) 

Kambale Musavuli connects Belgium’s colonial exploitation of the DRC to the continued 
exploitation by western powers and corporations today and the armed conflicts today created 
by that exploitation. Kambale Musavuli is an Analyst at the Center for Research on the Congo-
Kinshasa and former National Spokesperson for the Friends of the Congo. 

 



EXAMPLE: AfricaNow! -- Brazil--Contextualizing Election Politics and More, Wednesday July 
27, 1:00PM (1 hour) 

Janaína Oliveira dissects the current political climate in Brazil: election politics; the role of the 
military; and the actions by the incumbent Bolsonaro administration against the poor, Afro-
Brazilian community and indigenous population. Dr. Janaína Oliveira is a researcher and film 
curator and coordinator of FICINE (Black Cinema Itinerant Forum). 

 
EXAMPLE: We the People – African Diaspora International Film Festival - Washington, DC 
Wednesday, August 3rd, 11 am-12 pm, ET TRT 58 Mins 

There is more than "one" story to the Diaspora -- its people. This week more than 18 films will 
tell us so. Also, the Fest co-director and 3 film directors, too. 

Guest: Diarah N'Daw-Spech is the co-founder and co-director of the African Diaspora 
International Film Festival (ADIFF; along with Reinaldo Spech), an international film festival 
established in 1993. She has been a jurist for numerous film festivals including 35th Durban 
International Film Festival and the continentwide FESPACO (Pan-African Film & TV Festival of 
Ouagadougou).  

ADIFF presents, interprets, and educates about films that explore the human experience of 
people of color all over the world in order to inspire imaginations, disrupt stereotypes, and help 
transform attitudes that perpetuate injustice.  

 

EXAMPLE: AfricaNow! -- African World Films on Spirituality and Freedom, Wednesday August 
3, 1:00PM (1 hour) 

Documentarian, writer, and lawyer Nyasha Laing discusses her film Kumina Queen in the Wild 
focusing on African spiritual knowledge through the drum, dance, and nature in Jamaica and 
beyond. The show also features Julia Browne, a producer of the film Fighting for Respect: 
African American Soldiers in WWI; and African Diaspora International Film Festival co-founder 
and Co-Director Diarah N'Daw-Spech. 

 
EXAMPLE: AfricaNow! -- The Art of Liberation Wednesday August 10, 1:00PM (1 hour) 

Obi Egbuna Jr. discusses the role of art in education and liberation; theatre as a weapon in 
decolonization; the Black Power Movement; the Black Arts Movement and more. Obi Egbuna, Jr. 
is a journalist, African/a history teacher and playwright. He is correspondent to The Herald, 
Zimbabwe’s national newspaper and is US correspondent to the Southern African Times, and 
has written in a variety of other, publicly accessible, outlets. Obi Egbuna, Jr. is also a founding 
member and executive director of Mass Emphasis Children’s History and Theater Company. 

 
EXAMPLE: AfricaNow! -- Kenya Elections Dissected, Wednesday August 17, 1:00PM (1 hour) 

Irũngũ Houghton, Executive Director, Amnesty International Kenya expands on the Kenya 
general elections process, the disputed presidential election results, the voter turnout, the 
challenges and gains for women in the political arena and more. 



 
EXAMPLE: We the People – A Black Religion: Defining Its Place in the Pursuit of Social Justice 
Wednesday, August 24th, 11 am-12 pm, ET TRT 58 Mins 
 
The occasion of Black August is replete with many historical references and events in the 
struggle for justice. We'll discuss with Dr. Randal Jelks the importance and aspects of Black 
religion in this struggle. 
 
Guest: Randal Maurice Jelks is Professor of African and African American Studies and American 
Studies at the University of Kansas. His books include Benjamin Elijah Mays, Schoolmaster of the 
Movement: A Biography; Faith and Struggle in the Lives of Four African Americans: Ethel Waters, 
Mary Lou Williams, Eldridge Cleaver and Muhammad Ali; and Letters to Martin: Meditations on 
Democracy in Black America. Dr. Jelks is the co-editor of the academic journal American Studies 
(AMSJ) and he is also an executive producer of the documentary film, I, Too, Sing America: 
Langston Hughes. 
 

EXAMPLE: On The Ground: Voices of Resistance from the Nation's Capital, Friday August 26, 
1:00PM (/2 hour) 

How far into the fog and lies of war will the U.S. go in Ukraine? Esther Iverem speaks to Jon Jeter 
for this month's extended take on media and culture.  

 
EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Ben Harper Interview - August 31st, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - 
TRT 58 Mins 
 
American singer-songwriter and multi-instrumentalist and three-time Grammy recipient, Ben 
Harper joins host Margaret Prescod for the hour, sharing insights on his life, musical career and 
performances.  
 
Ben Harper plays an eclectic mix of blues, folk, soul, reggae, and rock music and is known for his 
guitar-playing skills, vocals, live performances, and activism.  

 
 

E. Politics (local, national, global) 

 

EXAMPLE: We the People! Radical: My Year with a Socialist Senator - July 20, 11:00AM (U.S. 
Eastern) (TRT 1 hour): 

Radical: My Year with a Socialist Senator Is politics, the political process, truly responsive 
to people? What makes a good leader? What does it mean to be a part of a community? 
Can democracy work? How can everyday people make change happen? 

Guest: Sofia Warren has been a contributing cartoonist to The New Yorker since 2017, 
and her work has been featured in MoMA [Museum of Modern Art] Magazine, Narrative 
Magazine, Catapult, and the books Notes from the Bathroom Line and Send Help!. She is 
a visiting professor at Wesleyan University and is based in Brooklyn. 



Using the graphic memoir format, her book, Radical: My Year with a Socialist Senator is 
a remarkable firsthand account of her experience embedded with New York State 
Senator Julia Salazar and her staff during her first year in office. From candid 
conversations and eyewitness experiences, Warren builds a gripping and intimate 
portrait of a scrappy team of community organizers battling entrenched power 
structures, particularly to advance Julia’s marquee issue of housing rights. 

 

(Weekly/Daily) 7PM (1 hour) Sojourner Truth 

Sojourner Truth with Margaret Prescod is a public affairs program that airs Friday, originating 
from KPFK Radio, Los Angeles. Sojourner Truth brings you news and views on local, national, and 
international policies and stories that affect us all. 

We draw out how those of us most impacted - women, communities of color and other 
communities are responding. We also discuss the inter-relationship between art and politics. At 
the start of our show, we bring the headlines of the day.  

 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Haitian Voices of Resistance – July 20th 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM 
- TRT 58 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth we bring you excerpts from a recent webinar titled, Haitian Voices of 
Resistance Today. Listeners receive an update on the latest in the crisis in Haiti from organizers 
on the ground.   

 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Welfare Africa & Latin America Update – July 29th, 2022 
5:00 – 6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth we discuss the possibilities and limitations of radical social change 
under progressive governments with Mexico City-based-journalist and Sojourner Truth regular 
Laura Carlsen. We focus on: Columbia, Chile, Honduras and Mexico for the first half of the hour.  
 
Our second guest is also a regular guest, Dr. Gerald Horne fills us in on key developments in 
Africa. This, as the continent is increasingly a target of influence by Russia, China and Western 
powers. The reality on the ground? 346 million people, a quarter of the entire population of The 
Continent are facing 
starvation due to drought exacerbated by climate change, the violence on people and the 
environment as a result of poverty, internal proxy wars and corruption, the war in Ukraine as 
grain exports from Ukraine plummeted due to the war there. Meanwhile, Russian foreign 
minister Sergey Lavrov has embarked on a tour of four African nations, and French President 
Macron is also touring three African countries, while China has outpaced the EU as a major 
trading partner on the Continent. Africa no doubt is at the heart of what many are calling a new 
Cold War.  

 



EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Friday Roundtable – September 2nd, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - 
TRT 58 Mins 

Our Friday panel round table discussion is back featuring international journalist Laura Carlsen, 
historian Dr. Gerald Horne and school board member Jackie Goldberg, joining host Margaret 
Prescod to discuss Biden's state of the union speech, the ongoing DOJ investigation involving 
former President Trump, left wing politics in South America, reactions to the passing of the 
former President of the Soviet Union Mikhail Gorvachev across the Atlantic, and an update on 
Israeli-Palestinian relations.  

 

EXAMPLE: We the People! Radical: A Response to Censorship: Banned Books Week and 
Beyond – September 14, 11:00AM (U.S. Eastern) (TRT 1 hour): 

Guest: Emily J.M. Knox is an associate professor in the School of Information Sciences at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her interests include information access, intellectual 
freedom and censorship, information ethics, information policy, and the intersection of print 
culture and reading practices.  

Dr. Knox recently co-edited Foundations of Information Ethics published by American Library 
Association. She also edited Trigger Warnings: History, Theory Context. Her latest book is Book 
Banning in 21st Century America. Her next book, Foundations of Intellectual Freedom will be 
published by American Library Association in 2022. 

Dr. Knox serves on the boards of the Beta Phi Mu and the National Coalition Against Censorship. 

 
EXAMPLE: On The Ground: Voices of Resistance from the Nation's Capital Friday, August 12th 
10 am - 11 am, ET TRT 58 Mins 

While Democrats claim the Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 as a win, activists are left to 
assess all that was cut from it that would have addressed human rights, human needs, and 
a livable planet. I speak to On the Ground's environmental justice contributor Michele 
Roberts. And what's in or not in this law for Black farmers? John Boyd of the National 
Black Farmers Association gives his take. Plus, headlines on August 8th FBI raid on 
Mar-a-Lago; inspector general of the Department of Homeland Security failed to inform 
Congress about the Secret Service deleting their text messages about January 6. Code 
Pink Women for Peace calls for ending all military “aid” and weapons sales to the Israeli 
occupation forces; shelling and a missile strike at the Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant in 
Ukraine; Syria accuses U.S. forces of stealing most of the country’s oil, and more… 

 

EXAMPLE: Building Bridges Radio: Black Palestine Solidarity – August 15th, 2022 7:00 – 8:00 
PM PT - TRT 58 Mins 

Playing Political Football With Immigrants Lives; Taking the Nuclear Option Off the Table 

 

EXAMPLE: On The Ground: Voices of Resistance from the Nation's Capital Friday, September 
16th 10 am - 11 am, ET TRT 58 Mins 

NO EQUAL PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW?   



ON THE GROUND’ SHOW FOR SEPTEMBER 16, 2022: Residents and Mayor of Jackson Miss. 
Speak Out on a History of Racism, Deadly Disinvestment, and Political Corruption that Created 
Water Crisis: 

In a national town hall on the Jackson water crisis, Poor People‘s Campaign Co-Chair the Rev. 
William Barber announces the campaign is investigating how the State of Mississippi has denied 
residents of the majority Black city their constitutional rights and created policies that harm and 
even kill.  

 

F. The Environment 

 
EXAMPLE: (Weekly) Friday, 9AM (1 hour) Think 100% #Climate Fridays 

Hosted by Rev. Lennox Yearwood Jr. keeps you up to date on the climate movement in a rapidly 
changing world through the lens of race, justice, and equity.  Rev. Yearwood shares breaking 
news and updates on environmental issues, the climate crisis, and politics. This 
program makes tangible how the climate crisis is already impacting our lives and what you can 
do about it. On the show we also air segments from Think 100%'s award-winning podcast The 
Coolest Show on Climate Change. 

 
EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Interview with Dr. Clifford Trafzer   – July 8th, 2022 5:00 – 
6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth our guest is PhD Dr. Clifford Trafzer who is one of few social scientists 
studying Native American land preservation and its relevance in the midst of today's pressing 
climate crisis.  
 
Host Margaret Prescod and Dr. Trafzer unpack the connection between oral and cultural 
traditions for Native American tribes from the Southern deserts of California and the pros and 
cons of its perception in academia.  EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Interview with Dr. Clifford 
Trafzer  – July 29th, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Climate Crisis: hosted by Poor People Campaign California  

– July 13th, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth: we bring you audio from a webinar on the climate crisis, hosted by 
the Policy and Education Working Group of the California Poor Peoples Campaign: A National 
Call for Moral Revival. The webinars speakers help us better understand the nature of this crisis 
while providing critical insight into ways Indigenous communities and people of color are 
especially impacted. 

 
During today's show, you will hear from: Tom Goldtooth who will speak about his experience at 
the COP26 conference, Chair of the Indigenous Environmental Network; William Barber III with 
the Climate Reality Project; Jacqueline Patterson, Chair of the Chisholm Legacy Project; and 
Josiah Edwards with the Sunrise Movement.  



 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Hoodwinked in the Hothouse Part 3 – August 2nd, 2022 5:00 
– 6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Today, on Sojourner Truth we are bringing you a special broadcast on the environment: Part 3 of 
Hoodwinked in the Hothouse: Would Build Back Better Burn Billions? 
This is the third panel of a series that builds on the momentum created by the most recent 
report on the impact of climate change on indigenous and frontline communities titled, 
Hoodwinked in the Hothouse (Third Edition) : Resist False Solutions to Climate Change.  
 
As part of President Bidens infrastructure plan, federal and state governments are providing 
billions in so-called climate subsidies, policy incentives and tax breaks to dangerous and dirty 
energy industries. These include: biomass and waste incinerators; nuclear power, and carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) infrastructure for fossil-fuel facilities; frontline and environmental 
justice communities are facing increased pollution burdens and toxic threats. 
 
Today’s panel discussion highlights emergent threats of climate false solutions across U.S. 
federal and state policy landscapes. Panelists are community campaigners, community leaders, 
researchers, and frontline organizations who are fighting the myths associated with carbon 
capture and storage, nuclear, hydrogen, biofuels and waste incineration. Along with debunking 
what they see as false climate crisis solutions, they also highlight inspiring stories of success led 
by environmental justice communities. 
 
They point out that to effectively move money away from dangerous policy directions and 
towards real climate justice solutions, coalition building is needed amongst national green 
groups, labor unions, climate philanthropy, and policymakers who should work with frontline 
communities in opposing these schemes. 
 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: Hoodwinked in the Hothouse Part 4 – August 3rd, 2022 5:00 
– 6:00 PM - TRT 58 Mins 

Today on Sojourner Truth, we are bringing you a special broadcast on the environment: Part 4 of 
Hoodwinked in the Hothouse series: Greenwashing Disaster Capital. 
 
This is the fourth panel of a series that builds on the momentum created by the most recent 
report titled: HOODWINKED IN THE HOTHOUSE (THIRD EDITION): RESIST FALSE SOLUTIONS TO 
CLIMATE CHANGE.  
 
Moderated by Tom Goldtooth of the Indigenous Environmental Network and co-organized by 
the Hoodwinked Collaborative and The New School. 
 
As part of President Biden's infrastructure plan, federal and state governments are providing 
billions in so-called climate subsidies, policy incentives and tax breaks to dangerous and dirty 
energy industries. These include: biomass and waste incinerators; nuclear power, and carbon 
capture and storage (CCS) infrastructure for fossil-fuel facilities. 
 
The direct impact is to frontline and environmental justice communities who are facing 
increased pollution burdens and toxic threats.  



 
In part 4 the speakers examine and present data for how movement concepts, narratives and 
knowledge are co-opted to promote a corporate agenda. 
 
Today’s panel discussion highlights emergent threats of climate false solutions across U.S. 
federal and state policy landscapes. Panelists are community campaigners, community leaders, 
researchers, and frontline organizations who are fighting the myths associated with carbon 
capture and storage, nuclear, hydrogen, biofuels and waste incineration. Along with debunking 
what they see as false climate crisis solutions, they also highlight inspiring stories of success led 
by environmental justice communities. 
 
They point out that to effectively move money away from dangerous policy directions and 
towards real climate justice solutions, coalition building is needed amongst national green 
groups, labor 
unions, climate philanthropy, and policymakers who should work with frontline communities in 
opposing these schemes. 

 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: - UFW farm workers march – August 5th, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 
PM - TRT 28 Mins 

Without the labor of farm workers, the food supply chain in CA the nation and countries the US 
is trading with would be interrupted. Immigrant farm workers make up an estimated 73% of 
agriculture workers in the United States today. Farm labor is absolutely essential work that puts 
food on our tables across the country, powers the economy and supports our communities, 
from dairy farms in Wisconsin to strawberry fields in Florida and apple orchards in Washington. 
 
Begun in 1962 by Cesar Chavez, Dolores Huerta, Gilbert Padilla, and other early organizers, the 
United Farm Workers of America is the nation’s first enduring and largest farm workers union. 
The UFW continues organizing in major agricultural sectors, chiefly in California. Through a 
series of marches, national consumer boycotts, and fasts, the United Farm Workers union 
attracted national headlines, gained labor contracts with higher wages and improved working 
conditions, galvanizing the Chicano movement.  
 
The struggle of farm workers for their rights, and better wages and living conditions continues 
today. And now, the United Farm Workers (UFW) union is set to embark on a 24-day, 335-mile 
march from Delano to Sacramento to urge Gov. Gavin Newsom to sign the CA Agricultural Labor 
Relations Voting Choice Act (AB 2183) introduced by Assembly member Mark Stone, a Democrat 
from Santa Cruz, CA. that would permit farmworkers to vote from home giving farm workers 
protection from intimidation in elections to choose a union. Farmworkers and their supporters 
are set to arrive at the state Capitol on Aug. 26, a few days before the legislative session draws 
to a close. 
 
The trek kicked off this Wednesday August 3rd at the farm workers historic Forty Acres complex 
in Delano, where the union began 60 years ago in September 1962. It ends at the state Capitol 
on August 26th. The march route traces the path of the historic Cesar Chavez-led 1966 
peregrination or march, procession style, that first brought the farm workers grievances" which 
included: exposure to deadly chemicals, inadequate food and shelter, and sexual harassment, 
while receiving meager wages" before the nation’s conscience. 



 

EXAMPLE: Sojourner Truth Radio: - The Eagle and the Condor – August 5th, 2022 5:00 – 6:00 
PM - TRT 28 Mins 

Sojourner Truth Radio presents a discussion on the documentary film The Eagle & the Condor by 
Directors Clement and Sofie Guerra. The film takes an in depth look at the extractive fossil fuel 
industries and their devastating impact in the verdant jungles of the Peruvian and Ecuadorian 
Amazon" as well as the first nations communities in Canada and Oklahoma" while documenting 
the indigenous land consent response in defense vs extractive policies behind the present 
environmental devastation.  

 

G.  LGBTQ+ Programming 

 
(Weekly) Tuesday 2PM (1 hour) INSIDE OUT LGBT RADIO 

The Inside Out Radio Collective looks at everything from pop-culture to politics through a 
LGBTQ+ lens. 

 

EXAMPLE: INSIDE OUT RADIO SHOW, MONDAY, July 18, 2022 @ 6PM ET (2 hours) - "Bring 
Brittney Home" 

Special episode about how the LGBTQ+ community can continue to support efforts to secure the 
release of Brittney Griner. 

Featured Guests:  

Victoria Kirby York; Deputy Director National Black Justice Coalition 

Ashland Johnson; Founder, Inclusion Playbook 

Hosts Sheila Alexander-Reid and Jay Barber 

 

EXAMPLE: INSIDE OUT RADIO SHOW, MONDAY, August 1, 2022 @ 6PM ET (2 hours) - "A 
Conversation with Linda Villarosa" 

Guest: Linda Villarosa; write and journalist - Under the Skin: The Hidden Toll of Racism On 
American Live And On The Health Of Our Nation 

Host Sheila Alexander-Reid 

 

EXAMPLE: INSIDE OUT RADIO SHOW, MONDAY, August 22, 2022 @ 6PM ET (2 hours) - 
"Monkeypox: Shifting the Narrative" 

Hosts Sheila Alexander-Reid and Gregory Allan Datu Cendana 

 

EXAMPLE: INSIDE OUT RADIO SHOW, MONDAY, September 12, 2022 @ 6PM ET (2 hours) - A 
Boy Beneath My Skin: A Black Transman Living In the South" 

Featured Guest: Charley Burton; Author and Activist 



 

EXAMPLE: INSIDE OUT RADIO SHOW, MONDAY, September 12, 2022 @ 6PM ET (2 hours) - 
"Celebrating Latinx Heritage Month:  

Latinix Sheroes Fueling Movements For Change" 

Featured Guests: Santa Molina-Marshall & Greisha Martinez Rosas 

 


